A stochastic analysis of multi-scale problem in honeycomb microstructure was introduced in this paper to determine the variation of macroscopic homogenized properties considering uncertainty of micro-property. By assuming the fluctuation of micro-property, specifically the Young's modulus, is in Gaussian normal distribution, the macroscopic (homogenized) properties was formulated in stochastic manner based on first order perturbation approach. Next, the macroscopic property of honeycomb microstructure considering the geometrical defect that might be occurred in manufacturing process was also predicted. The numerical results showed that even with minor geometrical defect could affect the macroscopic properties. It proved the essential of stochastic homogenization method in predicting the reliable macroscopic property for microstructure design.
Introduction
Designing the microstructure to obtain a certain desired macroscopic property of heterogeneous materials is now becomes possible due to the numerous research into multi-scale modeling [1, 2] , especially when reliability is concern. Since that, some computational schemes become available to investigate the randomness in microstructure using the spectral methods [3, 4] and perturbationbased [5, 6] . Those methods were introduced to solve the problems related to fiber reinforced composites. Recently, the analysis of stochastic modeling was also been used in application of porous media [7] and trabecular bone [8] . However, to the best of our knowledge, no one has tested the stochastic multi-scale analysis on the honeycomb microstructure especially when the randomness in the geometrical microstructure is put into consideration.
Therefore, in this study, the stochastic homogenization method based on first order perturbation was formulated and applied to obtain the stochastic homogenized property of honeycomb microstructure considering the uncertainty of microscopic property. Then, the minor geometrical defect was introduced in the next analysis to establish the applicability of present method.
Theoretical Formulation: Stochastic Homogenization First Order Perturbation-Based
Framework. The formulation of stochastic homogenization method here is derived using one constituent material which is porous media. The macroscopic homogenized properties of porous materials are supposed to be influenced by the variation of geometrical information X and microscopic mechanical properties D, as written in eq. (1) .
It is assumed that the fluctuation of geometrical information X is caused by uncertainties of material type M, volume fraction V and morphology A. If microscopic material property has a random variation, the stochastic response can be written as a sum of deterministic term D 0 and stochastic one due to small fluctuations α.
Assuming the small fluctuation α arises in Young's modulus, E of micro-property D, the macroscopic homogenized property D H can be formulated in stochastic nature. Then, due to fluctuation of α at microscale, D H is approximated using first-order perturbation method as follows.
Note here that the zero-th order is deterministic term and the first order represents the first differential for stochastic variation when α =0. Finally, if the fluctuation of α is assumed in normal distribution, the expected value (Exp) and variance (Var) of macroscopic homogenized property can be obtained as in eqs. (4) and (5), respectively, based on first-order perturbation and only one random variable is considered. 'cov' in eq. (5) is a covariance matrix.
Discretization of FEM and Homogenization Method. In deterministic homogenisation theory, the geometrical information X in eq. (1) is replaced by the characteristic displacement χ.
where |Y| is the volume of the unit cell Y. Using finite element mehod, eq. (6) can be written in the following discretized form.
where χ can be obtained by solving the microscopic equation using periodic boundary condition, which can be written in the linear algebraic form as follows.
Since the fluctuations arise in the microscopic property D, the stiffness matrix K and vector F kl are approximated using a first-order perturbation-based, as written in eqs. (9) and (10).
Due to random quantities are inserted into K and F kl , then, χ is also expressed in expansion form.
Hence, the solution of the zero-th and first orders of χ is calculated by equating the order of α.
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Using the similar approach to obtain each order of χ, the zero-th and first orders of D H also can be estimated by equating the order of α, with respect to eq. (7).
Numerical Modeling and Analysis of Honeycomb Microstructure
Micro-FE model. Consider the periodic microstructure of unit cell honeycomb Y, as shown in Fig.  1 , the fluctuation of random variation was assumed arises in Young's modulus, E of microscopic property. Poisson's ratio, ν is set as deterministic. The constituent material of honeycomb microstructure is aluminum and taken as the following elastic constant: E 0 =70 GPa with standard deviation of 1.05 GPa and ν=0.3. Voxel element was used to construct the honeycomb model. Minor Geometrical Defect. The merit of the present method lies in ability to consider other uncertainty instead of microscopic property due to random microstructure. Hence, the proposed stochastic homogenization method was established by introducing the uncertainty due to minor geometry defect as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Considering this minor defect, the micro-property for the voxel surrounding the defect should not be treated with the same value. Hence, the fluctuation of E was set with variation values which subject to the location of respective voxel elements ( Fig. 2(b) ). 
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Result and Discussion Figure 3 shows the probability density function of six diagonal components of calculated stochastic homogenized properties for both honeycomb microstructures with and without the minor geometrical defect. The graded color indicates the unit variance of each homogenized elasticity component. The greatest expected value and variance was found at D H 3333. We could expect this result since the axis-3 is in axial direction of honeycomb model. At the glance, the result shows that the minor geometrical defect reduced the homogenized properties for all six diagonal matrix components. However, less significance different were found at D In order words, the result suggests that even the minor geometrical defect could reduce the stiffness of macroscopic property significantly, especially in axis-1 for the present analysis.
Since the calculated stochastic homogenized property was formulated using a first order perturbation, the expected value obtained is equal to the deterministic value. In that sense, the result was verified with the deterministic homogenization method. However, the capability to display the dispersion of the macroscopic property is an advantage of the present method. Although, the accuracy might be improved by using the higher order approximation in many cases, but it is not necessary in the present study because the random variable only exist in Young's modulus and a higher order differential will give value equals to zero.
Finally, the present study demonstrates the importance of this stochastic homogenization analysis to be applied for design and manufacturing of engineering materials, especially for honeycomb microstructure, when the reliability of microstructure properties become a matter of concern. It is because many uncertainty factors may arise at microscale could influence the dispersion of macroscopic property.
Conclusion
Prediction of stochastic homogenized properties for honeycomb microstructure considering the uncertainty that arise in microscopic property and minor geometrical defect was successfully formulated based on first order perturbation method. Numerical results showed the uncertainty in microstructure has an influential to the calculated macroscopic property. Hence, the stochastic multi-scale analysis is essential in order to predict the reliable macroscopic property especially for microstructural design application.
